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Yamato Rinka

Yamato Rinka is a player character played by natsune.

Yamato Rinka

Species: Nekovalkyrja
Gender: Female

Age: December 05, YE 36
Height: 1.5748m (5'3“ ft)
Weight: 43.0kg (95 pounds)

Organization: Star Army of Yamatai
Occupation: Space Infantry

Rank: Santo Hei
Current Placement:

Preferred Plots:
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Physical Characteristics

Height: 1.5748m (5'3” ft)
Mass: 43.0kg (95 pounds)
Measurements: 36B-24-35

Build and Skin Color: Rinka has an athletic lithe build, and her rather unimpressive height of five foot
three leaves her looking rather unimposing on first blush. Yet upon closer inspection her arms and legs
are sharply toned, giving her an immensely lean appearance akin to a runner, from flat stomach to
sculpted legs. Her skin is pale and creamy, with just the smallest smatterings of freckles along her
cheeks.

Eyes and Facial Features: Rinka has almond shaped golden eyes which are always alight with some
sort of determination. She has softer features, youth as readily evident as the soft red hue about her
cheeks. The Nekovalkyrja has a suitably cute button nose, and when coupled with her full lips, she has
quite a cutesy air about her.

Ears: They're furry! A bit shorter than what is common for her people, with only the tips poking out from
her hair. Her ears are gently furred, a soft grey with just the smallest tufts at the end.

Hair Color and Style: She has medium length sandy blonde hair that pales out into a lighter corn-silk
blonde the further it runs towards the tips. The hair has a natural wave to it, though she tends to wear it
free and about her shoulders in casual settings. When business calls she tends to pull it up into a loose
bun secured by a ribbon, if only for simplicity's sake. Yet, despite wanting something more simple, she
cannot seem to avoid the stray bang that falls before her eyes near constantly.

Distinguishing Features:

Psychological Characteristics

Personality: Rinka is known to be a feisty individual with an already strong sense of duty and dedication
despite her young age. She is fiercely loyal, always looking to punch above and beyond her weight and
impart some change on the world. She is highly idealistic, bordering on worryingly so, and her position
within the Star Army only feeds that yearning for more. Be it her age, or her training, she has placed high
expectations upon herself and pursues her goals with ardent tenacity that may well border on
recklessness. She believes in the Yamatai cause to an almost fanatical extent, her youthful naivety
clouding her mind as she builds a righteous illusion through her actions. And naturally, it doesn't help
when the Yamatai empire is more than happy to feed her ego.

While she may well have an ego, and she is far from what could ever be considered a quiet professional,
Rinka does exhibit many of those sought after soldierly traits. While her patience may run thin, she
follows orders to the letter. She is the type that volunteers to jump, and then asks how high she has to
reach. Always striving for more and putting the whole of her heart into the effort as if the entire crux of
the conflict rested upon her actions. And while she may be ever ready to step up, she lacks in sheer
flexibility. She is an excellent rifle, and a dependable set of hands, but would be far from a good leader at
her current point. She has been untested in real combat, and it is difficult to ascertain if her bite can
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measure up to her meow.

On a day to day basis she is somewhat of a firebrand, never content with wasting away a day and always
in need of something to hold her attention. She has a penchant for teasing, and may well overdo it now
and then as she grips with properly interacting with others. Patience is also not her strong suit, nor is
delegating tasks, she has the worst habit in the form of taking more than she carry when it comes to the
burdens of task. Rinka also has failings while interacting with others, empathy and sympathy come hard
from her, and it is hard to tell if she is still just developing or from something deeper.

Naturally, none are without their flaws, and hers run just as deep as any others. It can be posited that so
much of her drive is lead by a low sense of self worth, and that so much of her fire and personable
attitude is bred by the unconscious need to hide what she sees to be her actual self.

She may only be a year old, but life is a bitch none the less.

Likes: The stars, EVA operations, flowers (shutup), singing (SHUTUP), calm people, High-Ops-
Tempo.
Dislikes: Worryworts, indecision, laziness, Difficult people, silence, inactivity.
Goals: To do more, to be important, to be liked, and to complete the mission! (Hooah?!)

History

Family (or Creators)

Yamatai Star Empire

Pre-RP

Rinka was artificially created by the Yamatai Star Empire alike most of her kin, leaving the vast amount
of her life taking part in the training that would prepare her for her literal purpose in life. From
socialization to Phase III, she always fell within the upper third when it came to progress scores, but she
always showed a certain affinity towards the more 'hands on' portions of training. It was the inklings of
her brash nature and a more… forward approach that would get her tabbed for the space infantry.

And honestly? She could want nothing less.

And that is where she has been since, excelling in her training and ever ready to do her part for the
world. Just awaiting her first initial deployment, because really, to say that she may have a thing or two
to prove would be an understatement.

Skills

Star Army Common Skills
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Inventory

Yamato Rinka has the following items: Star Army Standard Issue Items

Finances

Yamato Rinka is currently a Santo Hei in the Star Army of Yamatai.

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
3000 KS Starting Funds
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